Dance Local!
by Dragan Gill
To be a “dance gypsy” is a celebrated thing
in the contra dance world. Groups and websites were
quickly set up to support dance gypsies in finding
dances wherever they roamed, and it is not uncommon
to arrive at a dance and find several cars overflowing
with people from out of town. These are all a great
sign—dedicated people who are energized about
following bands and callers they like, that organize
themselves within the community, but...
Then there are dance series on the other end
of these great migrations, series that look a little more
empty, that exist in the downward spiral of not having
enough money to bring in bigger bands and callers,
precipitating a drop in attendance, resulting in less
money for bands and callers. You see where this is
going. This spiral is difficult to reverse, and the series
runs the risk of fading away. At the same time, other
venues become such high or low level series that they
are uninviting to new dancers or boring to experienced
dancers. The divide widens the longer this process
continues.
While “Revitalization: How Do You Make
a Dance Come Back to Life?” (CDSS News, Winter
2011), by Joyce Fortune, provides a great example for
revitalizing a series from the organizers’ point of view,
experienced dancers can also play a part. Here are my
top five reasons for dancing locally:
1. Supporting Local Economies─Chances are
your local dance series rents the space it uses. By
supporting your local dance you help the building
owner keep their hall open for you and others in the
community. In helping my local dance series find a
new home, and finding places for my morris team to
practice, I found how few group meeting spaces there
are, and there are fewer each year. Keeping up on the
rent means more community space for all.
2. Community─A series helps maintain good
community relationships. Organizers can coordinate
with other local groups for festivals, workshops, and
performances, and by sharing resources expenses are
kept low for everyone. Internally, regulars at a series
help form the culture and structure of that dance that
creates a really great community off the dance floor.
Anytime I needed help or had a question in a new town,
I knew the regulars at my dance would know where to
go. I’m sure many of you have also experienced this.
When the locals are choosing a distant dance over the
local dance, that ecosystem flounders.
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3. Maintaining Accessibility─While many
dedicated dancers carpool, couch crash, or drive long
distances, some people don’t have the cash, time, or
energy to quite pull that off. Others are simply less
comfortable driving late at night. By keeping local
dances going everyone gets the full benefits of great
dancing and community without having to travel
more than they are able or willing.
4. Distribution─When more dances support
popular bands and callers, more dancers experience
a level of excitement about dancing. Nothing is
more tragic than new dancers arriving at a dance
to see uninterested dancers who would rather be
somewhere else. This also helps with the problem of
too many people at one dance. When a hot band comes
to town and everyone packs in, the dance floor can
be a dangerous place to be. If dancers find the band
and caller they like at more venues, they can pick the
dance closest to home and everyone can have room on
the floor.
5. Education and Stewardship─Closely tied
for most tragic dance event can be a night filled with
too many new dancers and not enough experienced
dancers to help teach on the floor, either by example
or gently guiding new dancers through the walkthroughs and dances. Experienced dancers can
explain dance etiquette (changing partners, twirling,
etc.) and give constructive and informed feedback to
organizers, callers, and bands about what they enjoy
and don’t enjoy in a series, a single night, or particular
dance. Get involved in your local dance: if you hear a
caller you like or a band that you think would be a
great addition to your local series, talk to them! Bring
in what you want to see at your local dance and be
polite about what you don’t like.
I’m not saying you shouldn’t follow your
favorite band, carpool out to dance to a great caller,
or go to experienced dances and weekends. There will
always be dances (bands and callers) that are great
for experienced dancers or better at welcoming newer
dancers, butyou should consider helping keep your
local dance a place you’d like to go too, instead of
avoiding it. Yes, you.
Dragan Gill dances locally in Rhode Island
at the College Hill Contra Dance, on first and third
Fridays, at Community Church of Providence. She
also dances with the Mystic Garland Dancers.
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